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ABSTRACT
Protection of sensitive information in platforms such as the
ones offered by smart cities requires careful enforcement of
access control rules that denote “who can/cannot access to
what under which circumstances”. In this paper, we propose
our ongoing work on the development of a deep learning
technique to infer policies from logs. Our proposal improves
the state-of-the-art by supporting negative authorizations
(i.e. denied access requests) and different types of noise in
logs. A preliminary evaluation of the proposed technique is
also presented in the paper.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
Computing methodologies [Machine learning approaches]:
[Neural networks]; Security and privacy [Security services]:
[Access control]

General Terms
Theory, Algorithms, Security

Keywords
Deep Learning, Boltzmann Machines, Density Estimation,
Attribute-Based Access Control, ABAC Policy Mining

1. INTRODUCTION
Smart urban systems such as ACCUS with tightly inte-
grated components will collect and disseminate large amounts
of sensitive information from/to citizens, government agen-
cies and commercial/non-commercial organizations. While
they will fundamentally improve citizen’s life, contribute to
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preservation of environment and enable sustainability, they
will also expose certain security vulnerabilities. Protecting
sensitive information from unauthorized access in this con-
text is one of the major obstacles in obtaining full bene-
fit from their deployments. Example consequences of data
leakage include financial loss, reputation damage or even so-
cial unrest. Authorizations systems ensure that access to
sensitive information is strictly regulated through security
policies which encode rules on “who can/cannot access to
what under which circumstances”.

There are different languages to specify security policies and
these languages provide different constructs based on un-
derlying access control model when modeling security re-
quirements. In other words, the selection of the policy lan-
guage and thus the model determine expressiveness in en-
coding rules and simplicity in administration. Among var-
ious models, attribute-based access control (ABAC) [3] has
been shown to provide very expressive constructs and vari-
ous tools have been developed to assist policy specifications
with them [14, 13]. In ABAC, access rules are specified by
using user and resource attributes. For instance, the “role”
of a user in an organization or the “type” of a sensitive re-
source can be used to identify sets of users/resources in a
single rule. The use of attributes not only allows compact
encoding of permission assignment to users but also main-
tains readability.

In order to assist policy administrators when specifying ABAC
policies, a particularly useful approach is to infer access
control rules from existing logs. Among other information,
these logs contain tuples denoting user, sensitive resource,
the exercised right and a time-stamp. They may contain
access logs that should have not have happened (i.e. under-
assignments) in the case of an error in the enforcement or
may contain only partial information about the permissions
(i.e. over-assignments). To our knowledge, [15] is the first
work that discusses policy mining in the context of ABAC. It
presents a custom mining algorithm (referred as Xu-Stoller)
and its extensive evaluation with both realistic and synthetic
policies. However, the approach has two major limitations.
On one side it considers only positive authorizations (“who
can access to what”) whereas many ABAC languages allow
also negative authorizations (“who cannot access to what”).
The logs may contain denied access requests as well due to
auditing purposes which are negative examples in the min-



ing process. On the other side, it provides no support for
under-assignment (i.e. noise) case and only partial support
for the over-assignment case.

To overcome the aforementioned limitations, this paper is
an early report on how deep learning performs for ABAC
policy mining in the case of only positive authorizations.
The approach has two phases. The first phase consists in
generalizing the knowledge from the logs yielding a good set
of candidates rules in a binary vector format. The idea is to
obtain insight about certain parameters that are significant
in obtaining good rules. In the second phase the target will
be to transform the set of candidate rules from the binary
vector format to the format acceptable by Xu-Stoller and
compare them. In this paper, we focus on the first phase,
and we make use of the excellent capabilities of Restricted
Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) as density estimators to pro-
pose a technique that is capable to produce a set of suitable
candidate rules based on the knowledge extracted by the
RBMs from the processed logs. More exactly, in our previ-
ous work we showed that the reconstruction error (i.e. the
difference between a data point and its reconstruction made
by the RBM model) of various type of RBMs may be used
as an excellent similarity measure to find the closest clusters
of Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) and we demonstrate
the advantage of using it in transfer learning [1], or to assess
in an objective manner the quality of impaired images [7, 9]
(i.e. to estimate automatically how humans would perceive
the degradation level of impaired images in comparison with
their unimpaired version). Herein, we show that by using
the generative power of RBMs and the previous mentioned
reconstruction error, we may generalize and create a set of
good candidates rules from a small amount of ABAC logs.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides the problem definition and insights on ABAC
policy mining for the benefits of the non-specialist reader,
while Section 3 details our proposed method. Section 4
shows a preliminary evaluation of our approach, while Sec-
tion 5 concludes the paper and presents further research
directions.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Given a set of users (U), resources (R) and operations (O)
that users can perform on resources, an attribute-based ac-
cess control system contains two types of attributes Au and
Ar for users and resources respectively. An attribute a of a
user or resource x may have an empty value (denoted ⊥) or
a set of values from its domain Da and this value is denoted
by the attribute assignment relation d(x, a).

An ABAC rule 〈e, o〉 specifies an expression that determines
its applicability and an operation. For instance, a rule

〈role ∈ {nurse, doctor} ∧ resource ∈ {PatRec}, read〉

imposes that only nurses or doctors can read a patient record.
For simplicity of presentation, an expression is considered to
be a total mapping, e : A 7→ {2DA \{⊥},>}, that maps each
attribute a to either a subset of values from its domain (Da)
or to a special value >. The value > means that the ex-
pression does not specify any constraint on the value of the

We only consider positive authorizations in this paper and
the order of rules in the policy does not matter.

attribute. If the triple 〈u, r, o〉 denotes a request by user u
to perform operation o on resource r and e is an expression
then for each attribute a in Au or Ar either e(a) = > or
(d(u, a) ⊆ e(a) ∧ d(r, a) ⊆ e(a)) holds in order for e to be
satisfied.

An ABAC policy is a sequence of rules {r1, . . . , rn} that
encodes authorizations of users over resources. The access
control system receives a request, evaluates it against the
policy and logs the permitted requests with a time stamp.
Thus the problem we consider in this paper is formulated as
follows:

Definition 2.1 (ABAC Policy Mining Problem).
Given a log L where each entry is of the form 〈u, r, o, t〉 de-
noting the fact that user u performed o on resource r at
time t, users U , resources R, operations O, attributes A
and attribute assignment relation d, an ABAC policy min-
ing problem amount to finding a policy that maximizes a
policy quality metric.

There are various policy quality metrics that help to com-
pare policies. An example metric, which is also considered
in our work, is weighted structured complexity (WSC) [10]
where the expression and the operation in a rule are given
weights. More specifically, the complexity of a rule 〈e, o〉
is calculated as WSC(e) + WSC(o) where the WSC of an
expression or an operation is given as the number of atomic
elements contained in them. The overall WSC of a policy is
the sum of WSCs of all its elements.

Noise and Incompleteness in the Log. There are certain
types of problems that a policy mining approach must han-
dle. A log L may contain permissions that are not supposed
to be granted (under-assignment). Another problem is the
completeness of the log. A log may lack certain permissions
that have not been exercised (over-assignments).

3. APPROACH
In this section, firstly, we present the mathematical details
of RBMs, and secondly, we describe in details the proposed
approach.

3.1 Restricted Boltzmann Machines
Restricted Boltzmann Machines(RBMs) [11] are energy-based
models capable to perform unsupervised learning. These
models are stochastic with stochastic nodes and layers, mak-
ing them less vulnerable to local minima [12]. Furthermore,
due to their architecture and neural configurations, RBMs
and their variants posses excellent generalization capabili-
ties [2, 8].

Formally, an RBM has a visible binary layer v = [v1, .., vnv ],
where ∀i, vi ∈ {0, 1} and vnv represents the total number of
visible neurons and a hidden binary layer h = [h1, .., hnh ],
where ∀j, hj ∈ {0, 1} and vnh is the total number of hid-
den neurons, as shown in Fig. 1. The visible layer encodes
the data directly, while the hidden one increases the learn-
ing capacity by enlarging the class of distributions that can



Figure 1: RBM general architecture, where v(i), h(j), and
W represent the visible neurons, hidden neurons and the
undirected connections between the neurons from different
layers, respectively.

be represented to an arbitrary complexity. The total en-
ergy (i.e. a cost function over all neurons and connections
between them) of an RBM is given by equation 1.

E(v, h) = −
∑
i,j

vihjWij −
∑
i

viai −
∑
j

hjbj (1)

where Wij denotes the connection between visible neuron i
and hidden neuron j, ai is the bias for visible neuron i and
bj is the bias for hidden neuron j. The term

∑
i,j vihjWij

represents the total energy between neurons from different
layers,

∑
i viai represents the energy of the visible layer and∑

j hjbj the energy of the hidden layer. The inference for
the hidden neuron j is done by sampling from a sigmoid

function, p(hj = 1|v,W,b) = sigm(bj+
∑
i

viWij). The in-

ference for the visible unit i is done by sampling also from a

sigmoid function, p(vi = 1|h,W,a) = sigm(ai+
∑
j

hjWij).

In order to maximize the likelihood of the model, the gradi-
ents of the energy function with respect to the parameters
(i.e. weights, biases) have to be calculated. Unfortunately,
in all types of RBMs the maximum likelihood can not be
straightforwardly applied due to intractability problems. As
a solution to these problems, Contrastive Divergence (CD)
algorithm to train RBMs, was introduced by Geoffrey Hin-
ton in [6].

In Contrastive Divergence, learning follows the gradient of:

CDn ∝ DKL(p0(x)||p∞(x))−DKL(pn(x)||p∞(x)) (2)

where, pn(.) is the resulting distribution of a Markov chain
running for n steps, and DKL(.||.) represents the Kullback-
Leibler divergence. To find the update rules for the param-
eters of RBMs we have to calculate the derivatives of the
energy function from equation 1 with respect to those pa-
rameters (i.e. W, a and b). Since the visible units are
conditionally independent given the hidden units and vice
versa, learning can be performed using one step Gibbs sam-
pling, which practically has two half-steps: (1) update all
the hidden units, and (2) update all the visible units. Thus,
in CDn the weight updates are done as follows: W τ+1

ij =

W τ
ij + α

(〈
〈hjvi〉p(h|v;W)

〉
0
− 〈hjvi〉n

)
where τ is the train-

ing epoch, α is the learning rate, and the subscript (n) indi-
cates that the states are obtained after n iterations of Gibbs
sampling from the Markov chain starting at p0(·). For a

more comprehensive discussion about RBM and CD, the in-
terested reader is referred to [2].

3.2 Policy mining procedure
1 %% initialization;

2 Transform logs L in binary logs Lb;
3 Initialize RBM.W,RBM.a,RBM.b ← N(0, 0.01), learning rate;

4 Train RBM on Lb;

5 %% get the set of hidden configurations HL
b

from the binary logs;
6 %% find the maximum reconstruction error mHD on the binary logs;

7 Initialize the set HL
b

empty;
8 mHD=0;

9 for each l ∈ Lb do
10 RBM.v=l;
11 RBM.h=RBM.inferHiddenLayer(RBM.v, RBM.W, RBM.a, RBM.b);

12 Add RBM.h to HL
b
;

13 RBM.v=RBM.inferVisibleLayer(RBM.h, RBM.W, RBM.a, RBM.b);
14 mHD=max(mHD,computeHammingDist(l,RBM.v));

15 end

16 %% generate the set of good candidate rules Rb with the RBM;

17 Initialize the set of candidate rules Rb empty;
18 for all trials do

19 select h randomly from HL
b

;
20 RBM.h=h+N(0, σ); % σ = 0.7 seems to be a good choice (Section 4);
21 RBM.v=RBM.inferVisibleLayer(RBM.h, RBM.W, RBM.a, RBM.b);
22 possibleRule=RBM.v;
23 RBM.h=RBM.inferHiddenLayer(RBM.v, RBM.W, RBM.a, RBM.b);
24 RBM.v=RBM.inferVisibleLayer(RBM.h, RBM.W, RBM.a, RBM.b);

25 if (possibleRule /∈ Rb) then
26 if (computeHammingDist(possibleRule,RBM.v)≤mHD) then

27 Add possibleRule to Rb

28 end

29 end

30 end

Algorithm 1: High level pseudo-code to generate the set
of good candidate rules. The rules are generated from the
true probabilities of the hidden neurons (inferred from the
binary logs Lb) altered by a Gaussian noise N (0, σ).

To obtain the generalized set of the ABAC candidate rules,
the first step is to represent each entry of the logs L in a
binary vector l to be easy understandable by RBMs. Let
Lb denote this transformed set of binary logs. The elements
of each binary vector obtained l ∈ Lb will have the follow-

ing unveiled meaning [l1A1
u
, .., l

|D1
u|

A1
u
, l1A2

u
, .., l

|D2
u|

A2
u
, .., l1

A
|Au|
u

, ..,

l
|D|Au|u |
A
|Au|
u

, l1A1
r
, .., l

|D1
r |

A1
r
, l1A2

r
, .., l

|D2
r |

A2
r
, .., l1

A
|Ar|
r

, .., l
|D|Ar|r |
A
|Ar|
r

, l1O, ..,

l
|O|
O ], where l1Aiu

, .., l
|Diu|
Aiu

, ∀i, represent each discrete value

from the domain (Di
u) of user attribute Aiu, and |Au| is

the total number of user attributes, l1Air
, .., l

|Dir|
Air

,∀i, repre-

sent each discrete value from the domain (Di
r) the resource

attribute Air, and |Ar| is the total number of resource at-
tributes, while liO, ∀i, represent all the possible discrete val-
ues of the operations set and |O| is the total amount of
operations. Furthermore, for each binary vector l ∈ Lb each
element li ∈ l, ∀i is set to 1 if the original entry in the logs
L contains the corresponding attribute (or operation) value
and it is set to 0 otherwise.

The second step consists in generating good candidate rules
using RBMs capabilities, as briefly explained in Alg. 1 and
detailed below. Firstly, the set of binary logs is used to
train an RBM (Alg. 1, lines 3-4). As a consequence, the
trained RBM will learn to incorporate well the hidden dis-
tribution of the logs. The straight forward solution to ob-
tain the set of good candidates rules from the trained RBM
would be: (1) compute the maximum reconstruction error
obtained by any of the binary logs Lb passed through the

For any data point the reconstruction error is represented
by the difference between the data point under scrutiny and
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(a) Randomly generated candidate rules.
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(b) Candidate rules generated directly from
random generated probabilities of the hid-
den neurons.
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(c) Candidate rules generated from the hid-
den neurons set to the true probabilities
of the hidden layer inferred from randomly
chosen binary logs Lb plus noise N (0, 0.3).
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(d) Candidate rules generated from the hid-
den neurons set to the true probabilities
of the hidden layer inferred from randomly
chosen binary logs Lb plus noise N (0, 0.5).
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(e) Candidate rules generated from the hid-
den neurons set to the true probabilities
of the hidden layer inferred from randomly
chosen binary logs Lb plus noise N (0, 0.7).
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(f) Candidate rules generated from the hid-
den neurons set to the true probabilities
of the hidden layer inferred from randomly
chosen binary logs Lb plus noise N (0, 0.9).

Figure 2: Histograms of rules generation successful rate. For each plot we made 10000 trials to generate rules. The light yellow
area represents the target zone, while the light red area represents the number of unique good candidate rules for the method
under scrutiny. The blue bar represents the total number of generated rules for which the reconstruction error is expressed
by the x-axis, while the red bar shows the total number of unique generated rules for each possible value of the reconstruction
error (i.e. x-axis). The highest number of good unique candidate rules is generated by the method from subplot (e).

trained RBM, and set it as a threshold (Alg. 1, lines 8-15);
(2) pass all the possible combination of rules through the
RBM and consider as good candidates rules those ones for
which the reconstruction error is smaller or equal with the
previous computed threshold. For the sake of brevity, for a
better understanding on how the reconstruction error may
reflect if some data points belong to the hidden distribution
incorporated by an RBM type model, the interested reader
is referred to [1, 7]. However, due to the fact that the total
number of possible combination of rules is 2nv (i.e. exponen-
tial with the number of visible neurons), enumeration of all
candidate rules does not represent a feasible solution. As an
alternative, we propose to make use of the generative prop-
erties of RBMs and to sample rules from the trained RBM
in a controlled manner (Alg. 1, lines 19-22). This yields to
a reduced amount of rules drawn from a distribution close
enough to the one incorporated in the trained RBM, and
which can be assessed further-on using the reconstruction

the expected values of the visible neurons, inferred from the
expected values of the hidden ones, which initially are in-
ferred from the visible neurons set to the data point itself.

error procedure (Alg. 1, lines 23-29). To sample in a con-
trolled manner from a trained RBM, one can start from a
specific configuration of the hidden neurons to infer the val-
ues of the visible ones. Depending on how the configuration
of the hidden neurons is chosen the amount of generate rules
may differ, as we will show in Section 4.

4. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach to generate a set of good candidates rules. For this,
we make use of the healthcare dataset from [15]. On this spe-
cific dataset, after we transformed the original logs in binary
logs we obtained a vector of 46 binary values to cover all user
attributes, resource attributes, and operations. Thus, in the
RBM we set the number of visible neurons to 46, and the
number of hidden neurons to 40 to ensure enough represen-
tational power. The learning rate was set to 0.001 and we
trained the RBM model until it converges (i.e. 200 training
epochs). After training, the RBM obtained was used to gen-
erate new candidates rules. In all experiments, we used the
Hamming distance [5] to measure the reconstruction error.



The biggest reconstruction error obtained by passing any of
the binary logs l ∈ Lb through the trained RBM was 2.

To assess which is the best controlled manner to generate
rules with a high chance of belonging to the same distri-
bution incorporated in the trained RBM, we have consid-
ered 6 slightly different scenarios, as depicted in Fig. 2. In
one scenario we have generated rules completed randomly,
while in the other 5 the rules were generated from the true
probabilities of the hidden neurons (inferred from the bi-
nary logs Lb) altered by a Gaussian noise N (0, σ) with a
scenario specific standard deviation, while keeping the con-
straint 0 ≤ hj ≤ 1, ∀j. For each scenario, we have made
10000 trials to generate rules. Because different trials may
yield duplicate rules, the goal was to find the method which
is capable to generate the highest number of unique rules
which passed through the trained RBM have a reconstruc-
tion error (i.e. Hamming distance) smaller or equal with
2. As it is reflected in Fig. 2e, by setting the values of the
hidden neurons in the generative phase to the true proba-
bilities of the hidden layer, inferred with the trained RBM
from randomly chosen binary logs, and adding them a ran-
dom Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 0.7, yields
the highest amount of unique good rules (i.e. 2423). Re-
markable, in the extreme case of generating rules completely
randomly (i.e. Fig. 2a), none of them was successful.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we reported our initial findings about the use
of RBM for ABAC policy mining when there are only pos-
itive examples. Our overall idea is to exploit certain fea-
tures (e.g. inductive bias [4]) offered by neural networks to
overcome limitations of existing approaches to policy min-
ing problem in particular when the logs contain negative
authorizations or large amount of noise with varying levels
of incompleteness. As further work, we intend to implement
the second phase of our approach where we compare the pre-
diction accuracy of our technique to Xu-Stoller according to
different policy quality metrics. This will involve evalua-
tions with different real-world policies and supporting more
complex policies that contain expressions of different types.
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